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(An essay on the formatian of the monarchy

Inner Asia, part 2)*

Mihaly Dobrovits
(Szeged)

Makalemizde Göktürkçe Kül Tegin unvanını ele alacağız. Çince
kaynaklanmıza göre, Bilge Kağan kardeşine xianwang unvanını takdim
edip İmparatorluğun bütün ordulannı onun emrine vermiştir. Buna göre
Kül tegin unvanı herhalde tti Asya Hunlan dönemine dayanan eski
xianwang rütbesinin paraleli olmalıdır
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Abstract: Our paper deals with the well-Imown Old Turkic title Kül
Tegin. According to our Chinese sources, Bilga Qayan gave the title
xianwang to his younger brother and entitled him with the command of all
the armies of the empire. So one can suppose that the Turkic title Kül
Tegin must be a parallel of an original Inner Asian title that has aIready
been preserved in Chinese loan translation.
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In our paper we shall examine the well-known Old Turkic title Kül Tegin.
Our first point will consist in that the any attempt at the reconstruction of
its original reading is in vain if one shall not consider the full political and
histarical background of this title. According to our Chinese sources, Bilga
Qayan gaye the title xianwang to his younger brother and entitled him with
the command of all the armies of the empire. Xianwang was however not a
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new tit1e in Inner Asia. it was used aIready by the Xiongnu designating the
left and right viceroys of the Empire. Although it has been traditionally
translated as 'Wise King' its meaning is rather 'Virtous or W orthy
Prince/King'. So one can suppose that the Turkic tit1e Kül Tegin must be a
parallel of an original Inner Asian tit1e that has aIready been preserved in
Chinese loan translation.
In our paper that we re ad in our ear1ier conference, we tried to examine
the political message of the Old Turkic runic inscriptions. ı Then I have
mentioned that Kül Tegin "got a tit1e which corre1ates with that of the two
viceroys of the Xiongu Empire xianwang (iHustrous prince)."
From the epoch-making work of de Groot,2 the tit1e xianwang CIi-=:E) is
translated as (left and right) 'wise king'. 3 As to the exact meaning of xian it
can be translated not only as 'wise, talanted, gifted' but also as 'good;
virtous; worthy; excelling others,.4 As to wang, this tit1e was used in China
in the meaning of 'king' during the pre-imperial period, peculiar1y in the
Zhou epoch. During the imperial period it was used as a tit1e for foreign
sovereigns, or, in China it meant 'prince'. it was used sometimes as a tit1e
of the semi-autonomous military aHies or vassals of the (founding)
Emperors, conferred to the most eminent generals, and was usually
awarded to all sons of Emperors. 5
The tit1e Kül Tegin has als various explanations. Its Chinese rendering
is que tele(i) (M~~'j], EMC khuat dak lak LMC khyat tnaa'k laa'k) or on the
Chinese text of his funerary inscription que teqin (M~iJJ EMC khuat dak
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gin LMC khyat tfwô'"k kfiin).6 Although many scholars have maintained he
traditional reading as Kül Tegin, lot of them tried to read it as Köl Tegin,
as it was an analogue of the well-known MongoHan title of the Dalai
Lama. The new reconstmctions of Pulleyblank made the reading köl
impossible. 7 As to the reading kül Ölmez gives no explanation. İsenbike
Togan, based on Doerfer's ideas, according to which the title kül-Tegin
was that of the "Httle (i.e. second in rank) qayan,8 tried to make an
explanation of this title on the analogy of the MongoHan odCigin.
According to her kül tegin meant the 'Prince of Ashes', so the holder of the
family's fire-place as the youngest member of the dynasty.9
According to the Orkhon Inscriptions Kül Tegin really died defending
the ordu (I. N 9-10):
U( ... ) Prince Kül stabbed nine men together and did not surrender the
camp. ( ... ) My younger brother Prince Kül passed away."ıo So
semantically it would fit totally, had not there been four problems:
(1) We have not seen this title earlier.
(2) We should take it into consideration, that Kül Tegin himself nev er
wanted to become the supreme mler of the empire. He satisfied with the
position of the commander-in-chief of the army.11
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(3) The fırst element kül is to be found in many other tit1es, and is
consequent1y transcribed by the Chinese as que (M). SO we can not
suppose, that all the leaders having the element kül or kül(i) in their tit1es
should be a kind of "offıcers in home service". So we can see the titles kül
erkin (que sijin M1*JT) and kül(i) car (que chua MO~) in both Old Turkic
and Chinese variants. it is also worth mentioning, that this element is to be
found three times amongst tit1es of the Westem Turkic chieftains. We can
see one Huluwu que chua (iI)jffr~~MO~), one Axijie que sijin
(~*5M1*JT), and fınally a Geshu que sijin (~~fM1*JT). These later
two titles has parallels like Axijie nishu sijin (ımr~*51JB~A1*JT), and
Geshu chuban sijin (~~f~*1*JT). So we can suppose that this element
appears when a new tribal formation came to exist during he
re organization of the Westem Türks into Ten Tribes.
(4) In the Westem Khaganate we can see Küli car as the commander
of the armies of the Tardus. 12
So, for a valid etymology of this tit1e we should look for an other
solution. On the Tariat (Terkhi) Inscription we can read the name of a
külüg alji" öz inancu (W6) and a tölis baglar ayli" bii) basi" tölis külüg aran
and a tardus baglar ayli' bii) basf tardus külüg aran (W7). So we have
some basis to suppose, that the forms kül and küli are shortened forms of
an original külüg (car, erkin, tegin ).13 Such abbreviations are not unusual
in Turkic lanuguages. One can mention
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Kaca ala 'rnynbIH, 3anYTaHHblH (Radloff WB ı. 350)14; Kondak alu
'cna60YMHbIH' Altay elii'rnynbIH, nycToH', (RadloffWB 1. 810; Teleut alu
(Radloff WB, i. 387); Turkish ala (ala bakmak) 'cMoTpeTb rnyno,
npH,rı;ypKoBaTo' (DS i. 171) = < ali"q/aluq, ESTJA i. 145; Turkish;
dialectal: ayl(da) 'Bnepe,rı;H', ESTJA I, 146 (DS ı. 320); Ideaıp. ujg. iikel-,
iiket- « ali"p kel-; alip kit-) ESTJA, i. 128; and cf also the well-known
expressions: abi < ağabey 'elder brother'; peki < pek iyi 'very well'; aslan <
arslan 'lion,.ls
Based on the ertymology kül(i) < külüg, we can find a direct link
between the titles kül tegin and its Chinese trenslation as (link) xianwang.
Both titles meant 'virtous prince'. While the Chinese original could refer
mostly to an eminent scholar, its Inner Asian parallel refers to a military
commander, second in rank to the ruler. As to Kül Tegin, the Chinese
referred to him as the Left xianwang, for during the epoch of Xiongnu this
was the elder in rank of the then two (left and right) xianwang. By this title
was mentioned his elder brother also in the Jiu Tangshu. As to his role, he
was military commander of the arınies, a kind of "Generalissimo" in the
Late Roman meaning of this terın. As a military commander, he suceeded
to overthrow the rival branches of the Ashina and make an end to the
political role of the Aside, but also suceeded to establish a real monarchy,
instead of the rule of a charismatic clan. Bilgii Qayan and his two sons
ruled officially aIready alone. Judging from the throne names of the last
Turlcic rulers as Tengli (TiilJri) Qayan we can suppose that the
development of the sacral kingship also has begun.
Ths process, however could not be completely successful. The young
age of the successors of Bilgii Qayan and the unsuccesful politics of Bo/u,
the widow of him led to the collapse of the Empire. The process, however
continued amongst the Uighurs and the Khazars, reaching its hit in the
forın of the Khazar sacral kingship.
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